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The Clocktower and it‘s shadow!
We all know the Las Vegas Strip and its countless hotels, casinos and shows but not only that.
Las Vegas also has copies of famous landmarks from across the globe like the Eiffel Tower
in smaller scale from the 19th century original or the Egyptian themed Pyramid hotel with the
Sphinx in front of it to give visitors the impression of going 4,500 years back in time. Unfortunately, Las Vegas is missing out on the Grazer Uhrturm. Nevertheless, there is a town in the
south of Graz which does have a copy of the landmark, Seiersberg.
But how exactly did this happen? In 2003, Graz was the Capital of Culture in Europe to make
expressions through art. The Austrian artist Markus Wilfling saw the need to remind Europe
of the dark side of Graz during the Nazi regime from 1938 - 1945. Originally the black colored
copy of the Uhrturm was located right next to it as it‘s shadow. After 2003, the mayor of Seiersberg purchased the black copy which is now located in the Shopping Center of Seiersberg.
The project „The Uhrturm and it‘s shadow“ is about the two clocktowers. The one in its original
location, the Schlossberg and the copy in Seiersberg. It‘s not just the colour and material which
changes, above all it‘s the context which changes the effect of the clocktower. Even though it is
not an exact copy in all aspects but only the shape, everyone who knows the original Uhrturm,
recognizes its dark twin reminding everyone of darker times in our history.
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